
Andrew (Andy) Clark Oregon State Prosecutor Erik Hasselman, 
District Attorney Alex Gardner.  (Wells Fargo et al)

HOBBS ACT Violation - The attached 48 pages is the search/seizure warrant used to enter my home
 and confiscate my I file my first lawsuit attempt against Wells Fargo 
et al. in 2013.  

    It was placed

Evidence Transmittal: falsified, forged search warrant
referred to in Jan. 7 2022 Civilian Crime Reports used to

computer equipment shortly after 
It is a near-exact duplication of the paper used to effect a massive false arrest on 10 

identical counts of "stalking" Ogletree Deakins (a corporation) 4 months earlier.
into Civil Courts for adjudication but it gets obstructed from "discovery" and adjudication by the
court as detailed in Civilian Crime Report #2, Public Corruption dated Jan. 7, 2022

confiscate computer equipment after civil filing.

xx

See letter that follows this Form.  This form is being
used to transmit evidence applicable to 1-7-22 reports

c/o Jessica Spooner State's Attorney

1162 Court St. NE

Salem, OR                     97301-4096

Oregon Dept. of Justice

503-947-4700

3270 Stoney Ridge Rd.

Marion

Eugene, OR                    97405

Lane 541-510-3915



xxxx
The method they used can be used against anyone else.

xx

xx

Please see January 7, 2020 Civilian Crime Reports
for case details.

My facts/evidence were obstructed from "discovery"

xx
Civilian Crime Report 1 (Jan 7 2022) shows these matters were filed with a variety 
of agencies and so far none have responded in a proactive fashion.

/s Andrew Clark March 7, 2022



March 7, 2022

U.S. Department of Justice

United States Attorney - Southern District of New York 

The Silvio J. Mollo Building - One Saint Andrew’s Plaza 

New York, New York  10007

Subject:  Fourth Civilian Crime Report – Transmittal of Evidence

Falsified, Forged Search/Seizure Warrant Used to Confiscate Computer Equipment

After First Filing of Federal Lawsuit.  Relates to January 7, 2022 Civilian Crime Reports 

   

Violation of 18 USC 1951 Hobbs Act    Violation of 18 USC 1512/1513 Tampering/Retaliating

                                                                 against Federal Witness 

 

Attached is a completely illegal search and seizure warrant used to enter my home and 

confiscate my computer equipment shortly after I filed my first attempt at civil litigation 

against the parties in 2013 as detailed in my January 7, 2022 Civilian Crime Reports.

It is the product or crime manufactured against me as detailed in the 1-7-22 reports. Please 

notice it is 48 pages long, which makes it bulky and more difficult to provide to others for 

review and remediation.  Pay attention to the signatures and the timing and lack of notarization.

It is a near-exact duplication of the paper used to effect a massive arrest and jailing on 10 

identical charges of “stalking” Wells Fargo attorneys Ogletree Deakins.  The arrest warrant is 

equally flawed and fraudulent. Police also used it to open mail they found in my home.  The 

primary involved police detective (Tony Veach) retired right after it with 27 years on the force.

The material has been presented several times to the civil courts where defendants file immense

piles of repetitive boilerplate legal forms to gain case dismissal PRIOR TO “discovery” of the 

evidence I placed into Court’s systems.  I submitted facts and evidence to the Court’s systems 

and it was all obstructed.  That is a criminal violation of post-Yates 18 USC 1519 – obstruction 

of justice via fraudulent or incorrect use of court’s information systems and yet another 

predicate act of RICO as deta

Signed under penalty of perjury:

/s

Andrew G. Clark 

3270 Stoney Ridge Rd.

Eugene OR, 97405 

541.510.3915   OperationSunriseLaw@gmail.com

Evidence: www.GoodShipGinsburg.com




































































































